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CLUTTER
the excess of  material possessions within your  
home that no longer serve a life-giving purpose

DECLUTTER
the process of  removing clutter

RECLUTTER
the process of  repeating clutter accumulation
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Breaking Chains
“Decluttering has made me realize I can 

do hard things. I realized clutter was 
just my undealt with personal issues in 
object form. Once I realized there was 
more to deal with and began to do it, 
the Lord showed me I could get things 

in order and let go.”  •  Brooke G.
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TIME STANDS STILL

You have made it to the halfway point in this study, and I hope you 
are feeling more comfortable with your Declutter Box as a part of  

your daily routine. Up to this point, I’ve encouraged you to start easy 
as you settled in to this new habit, but the time will come when harder 
choices arise. You may have already passed over some items you felt 
you should purge but could not bring yourself  to take action on. If  
that is the case, no worries, but if  you feel the Holy Spirit nudge you 
to discard something, I want you to consider one thing as you submit 
this dilemma to prayer...

Are you in bondage to that item?

It’s funny the reasons we hang on to things. Some items we have plans 
to repurpose (Chapter 3) and some have fond memories attached 
to them (Chapter 5). Some items we keep for reasons we don’t even 
understand. Let’s focus our attention on this gray area. 

I love photos. I love taking them and I love having printed copies. At 
the time of  this writing, the largest wall in our living area is a massive 
family collage of  photos and memorable items — over 50 frames in all. 
It might seem a little much for some, but I enjoy our collage wall. When 
my kids were born, I started a family book that included stories and 
photos from our first years of  parenthood. It is over 100 pages and a 
project I worked on for six years. I mention my wall and family book to 
further impress that I love photos! 

Our family book is one of  my most cherished keepsakes. That book 
alone embodies enough memories to recall all of  the highlights from 
my children’s first few years of  life. However, beyond that book, I 
felt the need to keep every single image of  my kids — every surplus 
Christmas card, every extra school photo, every print and every digital 
file. I finally had to ask myself  “Why?” This surplus kept a source of  
clutter (even digital clutter) in my home. One copy of  each moment 
should have been enough, right? Nonetheless, every year when we 
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unpacked Christmas decorations, I kept the 
leftover Christmas cards from 2009, 2010, 
2011 and 2012 sitting in the bottom of  the 
box with the wrapping supplies. The trash 
can was only three feet away. It was literally 
four steps to resolve this clutter issue, but 
I was not keeping them because I was lazy. 
For some reason, I couldn’t let them go and 
move on. When I realized why, it hit me like a 
ton of  bricks. 

I held on to those photos from my children’s 
initial years because of  my own childhood 
experience. In 1992, when I was 10 years 
old, my parents decided to divorce. After 16 
years of  marriage and a lifelong friendship, 
our family was experiencing the unbelievable. I remember my dad 
used to joke that he was there the day my mother was born, and I never 
really knew if  that was true, since he would have only been four years 
old at the time. Regardless, they knew each other since before they 
could remember, and their decision to divorce brought forth a season 
of  extreme pain and difficulty for all of  us, as most divorces do. 

One afternoon, my mom, brother and I came home after school to find 
the house in disarray. In a moment of  anguish, my dad had torn apart 
nearly every one of  our family photos. As a child, I did not understand 
why someone would do such a thing. Now as a wife and mother, I 
can empathize with the raw emotions my dad must have felt during 
that moment, but I certainly missed the relationship between that 
experience and my adult perspective toward some of  my possessions, 
specifically my photos. What I realized was, in some weird way, I feared 
that by discarding my children’s photos, I would hurt them in a similar 
manner to my own experience more than 25 years ago. My children are 
not even aware of  that incident, but I was in bondage to that memory. 

We are the sum total of  our life experiences. I certainly have wonderful 
memories from my childhood as well. For example, my dad was never 
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without a camera, and he is the reason I love photography and vintage 
cameras. We should ask ourselves with any item(s), “Am I keeping this 
because of  a memory attached to it?” or “Am I keeping (hoarding) too 
much of  something because of  an experience?” We have to be cautious 
of  anything we keep that recalls a negative experience. For me, I was 
unaware of  the association between those photos and that event, but I 
did know those extra Christmas cards were only adding clutter to that 
box year after year. They were not serving me — I was serving them. 
Once I started to question the “Why?,” I found my answer and was able 
to let them go. 

If you can’t find your why and feel stuck on an 
item, ask God to reveal it to you. 

Ask Him to show you the reason for your attachment, and refrain from 
keeping anything that diminishes your joy or His purpose for your life. 
Recall Ephesians 1:17-18 as you pray. Ask that, “the God of our Lord 
Jesus Christ, the glorious Father, may give you the Spirit of wisdom and 
revelation, so that you may know him better and the eyes of your heart may 
be enlightened in order that you may know the hope to which he has called 
you.”

Filling the Void

Something is going to happen as you add more and more items to your 
Declutter Box. You are going to create a physical void in the spaces 
those items once occupied, and you may sense a need to refill those 
areas. Your spaces are starting to look different, but hopefully, so is 
your perspective. 

In our declutter small group, a lady was sharing with us her struggle to 
enjoy her newly uncluttered bedroom. Mary was in her late 70s. As she 
described her property, she stated that she had 12 barns and a house 
full of  stuff. Many spaces were so full she couldn’t walk through them. 
Mary was from a generation that lived desperate to have anything, and 
for her, that created a need to keep everything.



END OF CHAPTER QUESTIONS  

Chapter 1

What do you feel God saying to you through this study? 

What are your dreams? 

What do you feel God has called you to do? 

How can living intentional with your possessions help you accomplish these desires?

Chapter 2
What holds you back from giving? 

How will letting go of your stuff faster benefit your current time situation? 

What places are available in your area to give your excess possessions?

Chapter 3
What are some ways your favorite companies have made your shopping experience more 

visually appealing and relatable to you? 

Name a time when you have fallen for scarcity marketing or trash-to-treasure mentality. 

How do you relate to Martha? 

What are some small steps you can take to be more like Mary?  



Chapter 4
What are some items you need to discover the ‘why’ that explains your reluctance to 
discard them? 

What are some areas of your home you feel timid about approaching? 

How have you allowed specific possessions to define who you are? 

What do you think the Holy Spirit is trying to reveal to you this week?

Chapter 5
What are your trouble spots? 

Name some items you have chosen to keep for later use without specific plans. 

How can removing these items from your home free up your space and time and aid in 
mental clarity?  

Compare keepsakes you are using in your home to keepsakes you have tucked away. 

How do you feel in each instance? 

How can you put your unused sentimentals into action for yourself or let them go to  

serve someone else?

Chapter 6
How does your current wardrobe make you feel? 

How can you dress confidently to honor who the Lord has created you to be?  



Name some cheap quality items you have regretted purchasing. What is the source of  
the regret?

Chapter 7
How do you feel the amount of stuff your child has affects your emotional state? 

How do you believe it affects your child? 

Do you believe your children have negative or positive attachments to their things? 

What are ways your family promotes smart spending?  

How can you model healthy stuff habits for your kid(s)?

Chapter 8 (Bonus)
What do you feel God saying to you through this study? 

What habits have you devloped to remove clutter in your home and keep it gone? 

How has the simple formula Stuff-Time changed your perspective when shopping for  

new things? 

How do you think God wants Christians to manage the things that we own? 


